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Protection Cluster Meeting – Minutes
August 1st, 2019
Organizations present during the meeting: UNHCR, UNFPA, IFRC, AVSI, DPGCAS, LFTW, OXFAM, UNICEF, WVI, Handicap Internacional, CARE, FAMOD and
ORAM.
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Protection Strategy
IOM Survey on
Social Protection
(CCCM tool for
DTM)
Identification of
People with Specific
Needs - Report

Need for improved coordination among all actors present in the field to ensure
complementarity of activities and avoid duplication;
Need to align policies and information. Lines of action taken regarding
community mobilizers must be the same;
UNFPA suggests bringing the discussion to the inter-cluster level and UNICEF
says it is necessary to assess the work done by the community mobilizers;
DPGCAS emphasizes that it is important to understand how these discussions
are being dealt with at the sub-clusters and working group level.
UNFPA stresses the need for the authorities to take more action in the mapping
of protection community mobilizers.
UNHCR awaits UNDP contributions. The Protection Strategy (Narrative and
Matrix) will soon be shared and the translation of the documents (Narrative and
Matrix) into Portuguese will start next week.

Action Points

DPGCAS suggested that the topic be
addressed at next week's meeting
(Thursday, August 08) so that the district
authorities could be present and contribute
to the discussion.

UNHCR will share the Protection Strategy
and translate both documents (Narrative
and Matrix) into Portuguese.



The CCCM is conducting a survey at household level. 8 questions on protection
will be allocated. The DWG, the GBV sub-clusters and CP sub-clusters must
suggest each 3 question to be included in the survey.

DWG need
suggestions.



UNHCR, alongside its partner Kulima, has just finalized the protection
monitoring dashboards on the identification of people with specific needs in
Savane and Mutua.

UNHCR will soon share the protection
monitoring dashboards and begin translating
the documents into Portuguese.

to

share

their

question

Chibabava Mission –
Report n. 17
Tent Distribution

UNHCR’s presence
in Beira

Visit of the Minister
of Gender, Children
and Social Action




UNFPA highlights the importance of engaging local authorities in the topic.
Comments must be made by Monday, August 5th. After that, the report will be
translated and uploaded to the humanitarian response website.






Strong wind blows in Savane and Bandua II destroyed women friendly spaces;
UNHCR is considering building more permanent structures;
Currently, UNFPA would be only able to replace the tents in Savane.
The Protection Cluster co-coordinator informed participants that UNHCR's
physical presence in Beira, initially expected to end on September 30, 2019, has
been extended at least until December 31, 2019;
DPGCAS stressed the importance of different humanitarian actors in the
country, although he expects some impact on the governmental attention to
the humanitarian response due to the upcoming elections.
DPGCAS reported that the Minister will arrive next week. Sunday and Monday
will be visiting Bandua I and interact with the humanitarian actors working in
the resettlement site





Other Issues



DPGCAS reported on the state-of-art of the VI Provincial Conference on
Women and Gender, scheduled to take place on August 16.
LFTW repeats its request to have a temps de parole in order to present their
report on the situation of women with disabilities.

UNHCR will translate the document into
Portuguese and upload it to the
humanitarian response website.

